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THE FIRST ORDER THEORY OF A/COLORABLE GRAPHS1

BY

WILLIAM H. WHEELER

Abstract. Every JV-colorable graph without loops or multiple edges is a

substructure of a direct power of a particular, finite, W-coloarable graph.

Consequently, the class of W-colorable graphs without loops or endpoints

can be recursively axiomatized by a first order, universal Horn theory. This

theory has a model-companion which has a primitive recursive elimination

of quantifiers and is decidable, complete, N0-categorical, and independent.

The JV-colorable graphs without loops or multiple edges which have a

proper, prime model extension for the model-companion are precisely the

finite, amalgamation bases.

A graph consists of a set of vertices and a set of edges each of which joins

two vertices. A graph is A/-colorable, or more precisely vertex A^-colorable, if

there is an assignment of the numbers 1, 2, . . . , N to the vertices of the graph

such that distinct numbers are assigned to adjacent vertices. The first order

theory of A/-colorable graphs is the subject of this paper.

The theory of A/-colorable graphs is introduced and investigated in §1.

There is a finite A-colorable graph with the property that each A/-colorable

graph is a substructure of a direct power of this particular graph.

Consequently, the class of A^-colorable graphs is axiomatized by a universal

Horn theory. This theory is recursively axiomatizable, but it is not finitely

axiomatizable if N > 1.

The existence and properties of the model-companion for the theory of

A/-colorable graphs are established in §2. The model-companion is complete

and decidable and has a primitive recursive elimination of quantifiers.

Furthermore, the model-companion is N0-categorical and independent.

Finally, an A-colorable graph has a prime model extension for the model-

companion if and only if it is finite and an amalgamation base.

This work extends the result in [9] that the class of 2-colorable graphs is

axiomatized by a universal Horn theory which has a model-companion.

0. Preliminaries. This paper will follow the conventions set forth in [9]. First

order formulas will be denoted by Greek letters <p, \p, x, P, °"> 9, $ with or
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without subscripts or superscripts. The finite sequences ax, . . . , an,

vx, . . . , v„, a[, . . . , a'n etc., will be denoted by a, v, a', etc., respectively. The

finite sequences bx, . . . , bm, xx, . . . , xm, b[, . . . ,b'm, etc., will be denoted by

b, x, b', etc., respectively. The finite sequences ex, . . ., ep,yx, . . . ,yp, etc., will

be denoted by e, y, etc., respectively. The notation <p(vx, . . . ,vn) or rp(v)

denotes that the variables occurring freely in cp are among vx, . . . , v„, and

then <p(a) denotes the formula obtained by replacing each free occurrence of

v¡ in <p by an occurrence of a,. A basic formula is one which is either atomic

or the negation of an atomic formula.

The distinction between an element in a structure and a name for that

element in the language of the structure will be blurred deliberately. Accor-

dingly, a symbol b will denote both a constant symbol in a language and an

element of a structure with the convention that b as a symbol in the language

is the name of the element b in the structure. The diagram of a structure 3K,

denoted by Diag(2JJ), is the set of all basic sentences in the language of Wl

which are true in Wl. The positive diagram of Wl, denoted by PDiag(M), is the

set of atomic sentences in the language of Wl which are true in Wl.

A homomorphism from one structure into another is a mapping from the

universe of the first into the universe of the second such that true atomic

sentences are preserved, or in other words, the positive diagram of the first

structure is preserved. A homomorphism is onto if it maps the universe of

the first structure onto the universe of the second structure; the second

structure is then the image of the first under the homomorphism. A

homomorphism is an embedding if the true negated atomic sentences are

preserved, or in other words, the diagram of the first structure is preserved.

The reader is referred to [8] for standard facts concerning first order logic,

to [6] for the standard results on model-completeness, to [3] for facts concer-

ning existentially complete structures and model-companions, and to [9] for

the characterization of the universal theories with finite presentation

decompositions which have model-companions and for the definitions rele-

vant thereto.

A theory TGR axiomatizing the class of colorable graphs will be introduced

in the next section. In this context, the phrases "graph", "subgraph",

"homomorphism from one graph into another graph", etc., will be

synonymous with "model of TGR", "submodel relative to TGR", etc.. An

element of a graph will be called a vertex.

1. The theory of A-coIorable graphs. Graph theorists, when discussing

vertex colorings, restrict attention to graphs without multiple edges or loops.

Accordingly, the appropriate first order language is a first order language

with equality whose only nonlogical symbol is a binary predicate symbol E

(for edge). The class of graphs without multiple edges or loops is axiomatized
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by the axioms

Vx -i E(x, x),

VxVy[E(x,y)^E(y,x)].

The theory with these two axioms will be denoted by TGR. (See §3 for an

alternative formalization.)

Two vertices a and b of a graph are said to be adjacent if E(a, b) holds.

The complete A-graph for each N > 0 is the graph KN with vertices cx,

c2, . . ., cN for which E(c¡, cy) holds whenever i ^ j. A graph G is N-colorable

if and only if there is a homomorphism from G into KN. Such a

homomorphism will be called an N-coloring of G. Two A-colorings /, and f2

of G will be called equivalent if there is an automorphism g of KN (i.e., g is an

embedding of KN onto itself) such that fx = g° f2. Clearly this is an equiva-

lence relation on the set of A-colorings of G. Note that if f2 is an A-coloring

of G and a is a vertex of G, then there is an A-coloring/, equivalent to/2 such

that/,(tf) = c,.

If H is an A-colorable graph and there is a homomorphism from a graph G

into H, then G is A-colorable also.

Define a graph CCN (for cogenerator for A-colorable graphs) for each

N > 1 as follows. The set of vertices of CCN is {d¡y i = 1, ...,«; j = 1, 2}.

Two distinct vertices flL and 4,* are adjacent in CCA, i.e. £ (4,/> ̂ ) holds, if

and only if one of the following three conditions is satisfied:

(l)y' = 5=1 and i ^ r;

(2)j =1,5 = 2, and i =/= r; or

(3)y = s = 2, i J= r, i i= 1, and r =£ 1.

CCI is the graph:

'1,2 'i,i

CC2 is the graph:

'1,2 '2,1 '1,1 '1,2

CC3 is the graph:

3,2
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Proposition 1.1. The graph CCN is N-colorable.

Proof. Define a mapping/from CCA into KN hy f(diJ) = c¡. If dtJ and drs

are adjacent vertices of CCA, then i =£ r, so f(d¡) = c, and f(drs) = cr are

distinct vertices of KN. Since distinct vertices of KN are adjacent, / is a

homomorphism.

The following theorem generalizes Proposition 8 of [9].

Theorem 1.2. A graph is N-colorable if and only if it is a substructure of a

direct power of CCN.

Proof. If a graph G is substructure of a direct power of CCA, then the

projection map for each coordinate restricts to a homomorphism from G into

CCA. Since CCA is A-colorable, G is A-colorable.

Conversely suppose that G is an A-colorable graph. Let / be an A-coloring

of G, that is, a homomorphism from G into KN. Define for each vertex a of G

a homomorphism fa from G into CCA as follows. First, let /' be an N-

coloring of G which is equivalent to/and for which/'(a) = c,. Define/, by

fa(x) = dX2 if x = a, fa(x) = dxx if x =£ a and/'(x) = c„ fa(x) = diX if x is

adjacent to a and f'(x) = c„ and fa(x) = di2 if x is not adjacent to a and

f'(x) = c, for an i ^ 1. Note that the defining conditions for/, are mutually

exclusive because/' cannot map a vertex which is adjacent to a to c,.

In order to verify that /, is a homomorphism, suppose that c and d are

adjacent vertices of G.

Case 1. If c = a, then fa(c) = dX2 and fa(d) = diX, where f'(d) = c¡ with

/ 7e 1. According to (2), dX2 and diX for /' 7^ 1 are adjacent.

Case 2. Assume that c^a and d ^ a.

Subcase (i). Suppose that both c and d are adjacent to a. Then f'(c) = c,

and f'(d) = cr with i ^ 1, r ^ 1, and /' 7e r, so fa(c) = í/„i and fa(d) = ¿r,

with » ¥= r. According to (1), diX and dr, for i 7* /■ are adjacent.

Subcase (ii). Suppose that c is adjacent to a and ¿/ is not adjacent to a. Then

f'(c) = c, with i ^ 1 and/'(i/) = c, with r =?* i. If r « 1 then/,(c) = diX and

/,(</) = dxx with / 7e 1, and diX and rf,, for / ^ 1 are adjacent according to

(1). If r ¥= 1, thenfa(c) = diX and fa(d) = dr2 with /' ̂  r, and ¿,, and dr2 with

/ 7e r are adjacent according to (2). In either alternative fa(c) and fa(d) are

adjacent.

Subcase (iii). Suppose that neither c nor d is adjacent to a and that

f'(c) 7^ Fi. Then/'(c) = c, and/'(*/) = cr with / ^ 1 and r =£ i. If r = 1, then

/,(c) = 4,2 and/,(</) = ¿/,, with i ^ 1, and di2 and ¿/,, for / ^ 1 are adjacent

according to (2). If r ^ 1, then/„(c) = ^2 and/a(i/) = dr2 with /' ̂  r, i ^ 1,

and r t^ 1, in which case 42 and dr2 are adjacent according to (3).

By symmetry these cases exhaust all possibilities. Thus/a(c) and fa(d) are

adjacent,  so f   is a homomorphism from  G into CCA. For notational
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convenience, let CCNa be a copy of CCA and assume that fa maps G into

CCAa.
Let F be the mapping II/, from G into IICCAa where the index set for both

products is the set of vertices of G. Then F is a homomorphism since each/,

is a homomorphism. That F is an embedding must be verified. If c and d are

distinct vertices of G, then/.(c) ^ d, so F(c) ^ F(d). If c and i/ are distinct,

nonadjacent vertices of G, then fc(c) and /.(*/) are distinct, nonadjacent

vertices of CCNC, so F(c) and -F(íT) are distinct, nonadjacent vertices. Thus, F

embeds G as a substructure of a direct power of CCA.

Let TCCN be the universal theory of CCA (in the language of 7^). Let

(TCCN)UH be the collection of universal Horn consequences of 7^,^^.

Corollary 1.3. The class of N-colorable graphs is precisely the class of

models of the theory ( TCCN) UH.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 1.2 and Proposition 7 of [9].

Theorem 1.4. The theory (TCCN)UH of N-colorable graphs is recursively

axiomatized.

Proof. The theory TCCN is decidable, because it has only finitely many

models (up to isomorphism) each of which is finite, namely, the substructures

of CCA. Consequently, the set 5 of formulas which are valid in all direct

products of models of TCCN is a recursive set (Theorem 6.9 of [2]). The

collection (TCCN)UH is just the set of universal Horn formulas which are in S,

so (TCCN)UH is a recursive set of formulas.

Theorem 1.5. The theory (TCCN)UH for N > 2 is not finitely axiomatizable.

Proof. If the theory (TCCN)UH were finitely axiomatizable, then the class of

(A + l)-colorable but not A-colorable graphs would be axiomatizable. But

this would contradict Theorem 6.3 of [10].

That the class of A-colorable graphs is axiomatized by a recursive set of

universal Horn formulas (Corollary 1.3 and Theorem 1.4) can be proved in

other ways. W. Taylor has noted that a theorem of Erdös and de Bruijn can

be used to construct an appropriate set of axioms. Hajos' Theorem would

suffice also for this purpose. In this paper Theorem 1.2 is necessary to

establish the relationship between the results of this paper, in particular,

Theorem 2.2, and a conjecture on the companionability of universal Horn

theories in [9]. Using Theorem 1.2, once it is available, to prove Corollary 1.3

and Theorem 1.4 seems then more reasonable in this instance than beginning

anew with the results of Erdös and de Bruijn or Hajos.

2. The model-companion of the theory of A-colorable graphs. The theory of

A-colorable graphs has a model-companion. However, this model-companion
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is not a model-completion for A > 2, because the theory of A-colorable

graphs for A > 2 does not have the amalgamation property. The model-

companion is complete and decidable, has a primitive recursive elimination of

quantifiers, and is N0-categorical and independent. An A-colorable graph has

a prime model extension for the model-companion if and only if it is finite

and an amalgamation base.

Henceforth, assume A > 2.

Two A-colorable graphs Gx and G2 can be amalgamated as A-colorable

graphs over a common subgraph H if there exist an A-colorable graph G3 and

embeddings g, of G, into G3 and g2 of G2 into G3 such that the following

diagram commutes:

«2

G2      —*     G3

u| T»,
H      G      G,

Lemma 2.1. Two N-colorable graphs G, and G2 can be amalgamated as

N-colorable graphs over a common subgraph H if and only if there are

N-colorings of G, and G2 which coincide on H.

Proof. The latter condition is clearly necessary.

Conversely, suppose there are homomorphisms /, from G, into KN and f2

from G2 into KN such that fx(a) = f2(a) for all vertices a of H. One may

assume that G, and G2 have only the vertices of H in common. Let G3 be the

graph whose set of vertices is the union of the sets of vertices of G, and G2

and in which two vertices are adjacent if and only if they are adjacent either

in G, or in G2. Define a mapping/, from G3 into KN by/3(x) = fx(x) if x is in

G, and/3(x) = f2(x) if x is in G2. This mapping is well defined, since/, and/2

coincide on //. The mapping / is easily verified to be a homomorphism.

Clearly, the following diagram commutes:

G2     Ç     G3

U| U|

H      G      G,

An A-colorable graph H is called an amalgamation base if whenever G, and

G2 are A-colorable graphs containing H as a subgraph, then G, and G2 can

be amalgamated as A-colorable graphs over H. The preceding lemma implies

that H is an amalgamation base if and only if all A-colorings of H are

equivalent.

Suppose that G is an A-colorable graph and that / is a homomorphism

from G into KN. The f-fixation of G, denoted by Gf, is the graph whose set of

vertices consists of the vertices of G and new vertices ex, . . . , eN not in G

(where p = N according to the convention in §0) and in which two vertices c
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and d are adjacent if and only if they satisfy one of the following conditions:

(1) c and d are in G and are adjacent in G; (2) c = e¡ and d = e, with / ¥^j;

(3) c is in G, d = e¡, and/(c) ¥= c¡; or (4) ¿/ is in G, c = e¡, and f(d) ^ c¡. The

mapping /' from Gf into KN defined by f'(x) = f(x) for x in G and f(e¡) = c,

for i = 1, . . . , A is a homomorphism from Gf into A"^, so G^ is A-colorable.

Moreover, Gf has only one A-coloring up to equivalence. Therefore Gf is an

amalgamation base. Suppose now that ax, . . ., a„ are vertices of G. For each

index /, 1 < i < «, let V(i,f, G) = {r: 1 < r < A and f(a¡) ¥= er}. Let

(^[G,/, a])(v, y) be the formula
• N-\       N

A     AE(y„ys)
r=l  s—r+1

Then G^ satisfies (\p[G,f, a])(a, e).

Let H be the graph consisting of two, nonadjacent vertices ax and a2. This

graph has two, nonequivalent A-colorings / and g defined by f(ax) = cx,

f(a2) = cx and g(ax) = cx, g(a2) = c2. Both graphs Hf and Hg contain H as a

subgraph. However, they do not have A-colorings which coincide on H, so

they cannot be amalgamated over //. Thus, the theory of A-colorable graphs

does not have the amalgamation property.

Theorem 2.2. The theory of N-colorable graphs has a model-companion.

Proof. (This proof uses Theorem 1 of [9]. This theorem and the definitions

of the technical terms used in this proof may be found in Appendix A. The

proof itself is similar to the proof of Theorem 5 of [9]. The reader may wish to

consult [9], particularly §§2 and 7 thereof, in order to gain insight into the

methods of this proof.) The theory ( TCCN) UH of A-colorable graphs has finite

presentations, and hence finite presentation decompositions, because it is

universal Horn. This theory is coherent, because it is locally finite.

Consequently, according to Theorem 1 of [9], only the universal conserva-

tive homomorphism lifting property for finite presentations must be

established. Only the following case need be considered, because (TCCN)UH is

locally finite. Let G be an A-colorable graph with distinct vertices ax, . . . , an,

bx, . . . ,bm and no others. Let H be the subgraph with vertices ax, . . . , a„

and no others. Suppose that x(v> x) is a conjunction of negated atomic

formulas and that G satisfies x(a> b). The proof that (TCCN)UH has the

universal conservative homomorphism lifting property for finite presentations

consists of three parts: (I) the construction of a universal formula i//(v); (II) a

proof that (TCCN)UH u PDiag(G) h x(a, b) -> i//(a); and (III) a proof that part

(ii) in Definition 8 in Appendix A holds. The construction of the formula \p

and the proofs in Parts (II) and (III) depend upon the facts that G has only

finitely many distinct homomorphic images and that each finite graph has

only finitely many A-colorings.

A
£i~&*yE<+>*
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Part (I). Let G,, . . . , Gq be all the distinct homomorphic images of G

which are A-colorable and satisfy x(a*, b*), respectively, for k = 1, . . . , q,

where ak and bk are the images of a¡ and 6- in Gk, respectively, for

i = 1, ...,«, j = 1, . . ., m. Let Hkfor k = 1, . . . , q be the subgraph of Gt

with vertices ax, . . . , ak and no others. Then Hk is the image of H under the

homomorphism from G onto Gk.

Define formulas q>k(\) and \pk(\) for k = 1, . . . , q as follows. Let <pk(\) be a

conjunction of basic formulas such that <pk(ak) is the conjunction of the

sentences in Diag(Hk). Let/.,, . . . ,fkJ(k) be homomorphisms from Hk into

KN such that (1) none of these homomorphisms can be extended to a

homomorphism from Gk into KN, (2) each homomorphism from Hk into Ä"^

which cannot be extended to a homomorphism from Gk into KN is equivalent

to one of fkx, . . . ,fkJ(k), and (3) no two of fkX, . . . ,fkAk) are equivalent. Let

$k(y) be the formula
t(k)

AVyn^[r/t,/k,„a*])(v,y).
r=i

(If t(k) = 0, i.e., every homomorphism from Hk into KN can be extended to a

homomorphism from Gk into KN, then let \pk be the empty formula.)

Now let t//(v) be the formula V*=i(<P*:(v) A ^jtOO)- ll remains to show that

\p satisfies the requirements of Definition 8 in Appendix A relative to G, H,

and x-

Part (II). To show that (TCCN)UH u PDiag(G) implies x(a, b)->i/<a),

suppose that G' is a model of (TCCN)UH u PDiag(G) u {x(a> b)}. Let

a'x, . . . , a'n, b\, . . . ,b'm be the images of ax, ... , an, bx, . . . ,bm under the

homomorphism from G into G' induced by the interpretation for which G' is

a model of PDiag(G). The subgraph G" of G' whose vertices are a\, . . . , a'n,

b\, . . . , b'm is isomorphic to one of G,, . . ., Gq, because G" satisfies x(a', b').

Suppose that G" is isomorphic to G,, and let g be the isomorphism from G,

onto G" defined by g(a}) = a,' for î = 1, . . . , « and g(bj) = bj for / =

1, . . . , m. The graph G' satisfies <p,(a'), since g maps 77, isomorphically onto

the subgraph H' whose vertices are a\, . . . , a'n. Suppose that G' does not

satisfy ^(a'). Then G' satisfies 3y(x¡/[Hx,fx „ a'])(a', y) for some t, 1 < t <

i(l); suppose for convenience that this t is 1. Let/be an A-coloring of G'.

Then the restriction of f° g to 77, is equivalent to/, „ because G' satisfies

3y(i/'[7i',,/,,, a'])(a', y). But then/° g determines an extension of/,, to G,

contradicting part (1) in the selection of the fk,'&. Hence, (TCCN)UH u

PDiag(G) V X(a, b) ^ ^(a).

Part (III). Suppose now that H" is an A-colorable graph, h is a

homomorphism from H into H", and tp(a") is persistable over 77", where

a" = h(a¡) for i = I, ... , n. Let 7/"'" be an existentially complete A-colorable

graph extending H" and satisfying i//(a"). Then H" satisfies <p*(a") A 'M3")
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for some k, 1 < k < q; suppose this value of k is 1. The subgraph 77"" of

77" whose vertices are a,", ..., a¡¡ is then isomorphic to 77„ since <p,(a') is the

conjunction of the diagram of Hx. Without loss of generality, one may

identify Hx and H"" identifying a] with a" for í = 1, . . ., «. Then the

following diagram commutes:

G       ->    G

H'

h
This diagram will be completed by amalgamating G, and //'" over 77,. Let/

be an A-coloring of H'". The graph H}" satisfies 3y(»//[/7'", /, a'JXa1, y).

Since H'" is existentially complete, 77'" satisfies 3y(\}/[H'",f, a'JXa1, y) also.

Since H'" satisfies ^,(a'), the restriction f\ 77, of/to Hx cannot be equivalent

to any of /,,, . . . , fx,,(Xy Therefore, f\Hx has an extension to a

homomorphism from G, into KN. According to Lemma 2.1, there exist an

A-colorable graph G'" and embeddings «, from 77'" into G'" and g, from G,

into G'" such that the following diagram commutes:

Without loss of generality, hx may be taken to be an inclusion mapping.

Thus, (TCCN)UH has the universal conservative homomorphism lifting prop-

erty for finite presentations. Hence, the theory (TCCN)UH of A-colorable

graphs has a model-companion.

The model-companion of (TCCN)UH will be denoted by (TCCN)*UH. This

model-companion is not a model-completion for (TCCN)UH, because

(TCCN)UH does not have the amalgamation property.

Proposition 2.3. 77k? theory (TCCN)*UH is complete.

Proof. The theory (TCCN)UH has the joint embedding property, and it is

well known that the model-companion of a theory with the joint embedding

property is complete.

The next proposition answers partially the question, raised by G. Sabbagh,

whether the model-companion of a Horn theory, or the model-completion if

the theory has the amalgamation property, is necessarily Horn itself.

Proposition 2.4. The theory ( TCCN)*UH is not closed under direct products.
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Proof. Consider again the two vertex graph H with A-colorings / and g

discussed just prior to the statewment of Theorem 2.2. Let G, and G2 be

existentially complete A-colorable graphs containing Hf and Hg, respectively.

Let G be the direct product G, X G2. Let 77' be the subgraph of G whose

vertices are (ax, ax) and (a2, a2). For convenience denote by / and g also the

homomorphisms from H' into KN defined by f(a'x) = cx,f(a'2) = c, and g(a\)

= c,, g(a'2) = c2, where a'¡ is (a¡, a¡) for i = 1, 2. Since every A-coloring of 77'

is equivalent to either / or g, each existentially complete A-colorable graph

containing 77' satisfies either 3y(\p[H',f, a'])(a', v) or 3y(\p[H', g, a'])(a', y). If

Hg could be embedded over H' in G, then the projection of G onto G, would

yield an embedding of Hg over H in G,. But no embedding of Hg over H in

G, can exist, because Hf and Hg cannot be amalgamated as A-colorable

graphs over H. Therefore H'g cannot be embedded over H' in G. Similarly,

Hj cannot be embedded over H' in G. Since neither H'f nor 77g' can be

embedded over H' into G, G does not satisfy either of the sentences above, so

G cannot be existentially complete.

The next goal is to show that (TCCN)*UH has an effective elimination of

quantifiers and is decidable. Of course, the decidability of (TCCN)*UH could be

inferred from Proposition 2.3 if (TCCN)*UH were recursively axiomatized.

However, it is necessary to have the effective elimination of quantifiers in

order to obtain this recursive axiomatization.

Lemma 2.5. There is an algorithm for determining whether a primitive

sentence is consistent with (TCCN)UH.

Proof. A suitable algorithm is described as follows. Let 3vf?(v) be a

primitive sentence where 9 is a conjunction of basic formulas. First one must

determine whether 3\9 is consistent with TGR. Define a relation ~ on the set

{vx, . . . , v„} by v¡ — Vjif and only if u, = u, or v, = v¡ is a conjunct of 9. Let

« be the transitive closure of ~, so that « is an equivalence relation on

{vx, . . . , vn}. The equivalence classes can be effectively determined. If 9

contains a conjunct -i(u, = vy) or E(v¡, vy) where v¡ « v¡, then 3\9 is incon-

sistent with TGR and so with (TCCN)UH. Suppose then that 9 has no such

conjuncts. Let 9' be the formula obtained from 9 by omitting all conjuncts of

the form v¡ = Vj and replacing each occurrence of vk by an occurrence of

rep(u¿) where rep(t^) is the variable v¡ for the least integer i for which vk « v¡.

After renumbering and changing the value of «, one may assume that the

variables occurring in 9' are precisely vx, . . . , v„. Furthermore, the original

primitive sentence is consistent with (TCCN)UH if and only if 3vf?' is consis-

tent with (TCCN)UH.

Next, determine whether there are indices i and j, 1 < /, j < «, for which

both E(v¡, Vj) and either -i E(v¡, vj) or -i E(Vj, v¡) (or both) are conjuncts of
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9'. If there are such indices, then 3vf?' is inconsistent with TGR and so with

(TCCN)UH. Suppose then, that there are no such indices.

Let G be the graph with vertices ax, . . ., an in which E(a¡, af) holds if and

only if either E(v¡, vy) or E(vj, v¡) occurs in 9'. Then G satisfies f)'(a). If G' is a

graph with vertices a'x, . . ., a'„ satisfying #'(a'), then there is a homomorphism

from G into G' sending a, to a,'. Consequently, 3\9' is consistent with

(TCCN)UH if and only if G is A-colorable. There are at most A" mappings

from the vertices of G to vertices of KN. These can be effectively listed and

determined to be or not be homomorphisms from G into KN. Thus, it can be

effectively determined whether G is A-colorable.

Corollary 2.6. The collection of existential sentences which are consequen-

ces of ( TCCN)*UH is a decidable set.

Proof. A primitive sentence is a consequence of (TCCN)*UH if and only if it

is consistent with (TCCN)UH, since (TCCN)UH and (TCCN)*UH have the same

universal consequences and (TCCN)*UH is complete. Since each existential

sentence is equivalent to a disjunction of primitive sentences, which can be

effectively constructed, this corollary follows from Lemma 2.5.

Lemma 2.7. There is an algorithm for constructing for each primitive formula

<p(\) a universal formula ^(v) such (TCCN)*UH implies Vv(<p(v) <^ >KV))-

Proof. A suitable algorithm is described as follows. Let <p(v) be a primitive

formula. According to Lemma 2.5 one can effectively determine whether 3\<p

is consistent with (TCCN)UH. If it is not consistent with (TCCN)UH, then let \p

be Vx-i(x = x). Suppose then that 3v<p is consistent with (TCCN)UH. If m is

closed, then it is a theorem of (TCCN)*UH, and \p may be chosen to be

Vx(x = x).

Suppose then that <j> has at least one free occurrence of a variable. The

formula <p has the form 3xx • • • 3xm9(\, x) where 9 is a conjunction of basic

formulas. As in the proof of Lemma 2.5, define a relation ~ on {vx, . . . ,v„,

xx, . . . , xm} = V by w — z for elements w and z of V if and only if w = z or

z = w is a conjunct of 9. Let « be the transitive closure of ~, so that «¿ is an

equivalence relation on V and the equivalence classes can be effectively

determined. For each variable w in V choose a representative rep(vv) for the

equivalence class of w as follows: (i) if w « u, for some/, then let rep(w) = v¡

where î is the least integer for which w « v¡; (ii) otherwise, let rep(w) = x,

where / is the least integer for which w « x¡. Now let p(v) be the conjunction

/\"^xVj = rep(Vj). Let a(v, x) be the conjunction /\Jl,x,; = rep(xy). Let

9'(v, x) be the conjunction of all the formulas -i(rep(w) = rep(z)),

E (rep(w), rep(z)), and -i E (rep(w), rep(z)) for which -i (w = z), E (w, z),

and -[ E(w, z), respectively, are conjuncts of 9, where w and z are variables

in  V. Then 9 is logically equivalent to p /\o /\9' and 3xf? is logically
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equivalent to p A 3x9'. After renumbering the variables one may assume that

the variables occurring in 9' are precisely vx, . . . , vp, xx, . . . , xq where

1 < p < «, 0<<7<«3.

Let G be the graph with vertices ax, . . . , ap, bx, . . . , bq in which E(a„ ay),

E(a¡, by), and E(b¡, by) hold if and only if E(v¡, vy) or E(Vj, v¡), E(v¡, xj) or

E(xj, v¡), and E(x¡, xy) or E(x¿, x¡), respectively, are conjuncts of 9'. Then G

satisfies 9'(ax, . . . , ap,bx, . . . , bq). Moreover, if G' is a graph with vertices

a\, . . . , a'p, b\, . . . , b'q satisfying 9'(a\, . . . ,a'p,b\, . . . , b'q), then there is a

homomorphism from G into G' sending a¡ to a'¡ and ¿>- to bj for i = 1, . . . ,p,

j = 1, . . ., q. Let 77 be the subgraph of G whose vertices are ax, . . . , ap. Let

X(vx, . .., Vp, xx, . . ., xq) be the conjunction of the negated atomic conjuncts

of 9'. According to the proof of Theorem 1 of [9], (TCCN)*UH contains a

sentence Vu, • • • Vt>p[(3x, • • • 3xq9')^(9x(vx, ...,vp)A ^(«i, • • •. vp))]

where 9X is a presentation of H and \px is the formula t// constructed in the

proof of Theorem 2.2 for this G, 77, and x- Clearly, 9X may be chosen to be

the conjunction of the conjuncts E(v¡, v) of 9', so 9X has been effectively

constructed. The construction of \¡/ in the proof of Theorem 2.2 can be

performed effectively, because G has only finitely many distinct

homomorphic images, which can be effectively listed, and each finite graph

has only finitely many mappings into KN. Thus, the universal formula

P A 9X A ^i can be effectively constructed, and (TCCN)\,H implies Vv(3x0<-»

(P A 0, A «M).

Theorem 2.8. There is an algorithm for constructing for each formula $(v) an

existential formula <p(v) such that (TCCN)*UH implies Vv($ <-* <p).

Proof. It suffices to consider formulas O in prenex form. If O is existential,

then let <p be $. If $ is universal, then -i <E> into the form of a disjunction of

primitive formulas $, V • ■ • V $*• According to Lemma 2.7 one can effec-

tively construct universal formulas »//,,..., \pk such that (TCCN)*UH implies

Vv[qV <->,/,,.] for i = 1,..., k. Let <p be -, (»//, V • • • V <W-
Assume then that the theorem is true for formulas with at most m blocks of

quantifiers. Suppose $ is 3x<ï>, where O, is Vm. By induction there is an

effectively constructed existential formula <p,(v, x) for which (TCCN)*UH

implies VvVx(d>, <-> tpx). Then (TCCN)*UH implies Vv($«->3x<p,). Suppose on

the other hand that $ is Vx$, where 4>, is 3m. By induction there is an

effectively constructed existential formula <p2(v, x) for which (TCCN)*UH

implies VvVx(-i Í», <-» «p^. According to the case of universal formulas, there

is an effectively constructed existential formula <p,(v, w) for which (TCCN)*UH

implies Vv[(Vx-i y2) •*-> m,]. Then (TCCN)*UH implies Vv($ <^ <px).

Theorem 2.9. 77ie theory (TCCN)^H is decidable.
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Proof. Let $ be a sentence. According to Theorem 2.8, there is an

effectively constructed, existential sentence <p such that (TCCN)*UH implies

$<-» tp. Whether <p is a theorem of (TCCN)*UH can be effectively determined

according to Corollary 2.6.

The next goal is to show that (TCCN)*UH is X0-categorical and independent.

An «-type A for (TCCN)UH will be a collection of formulas with free

variables among vx, . . . , vn which are simultaneously realized by elements

ax, . . . ,an of some model of (TCCN)UH. An «-type A is complete if, for each

formula <p(v), either <p or -i rp is in A. An «-type A is an existential «-type if

each formula in A is existential. An existential «-type A is a maximal

existential n-type for (TCCN)UH if, for each existential formula <p(v), either m is

in A or (TCCN)UH u A implies -i <p.

Lemma 2.10. Each maximal existential n-type for (TCCN)UH is uniquely

determined by the diagram of an N-colorable graph G with vertices ax, . . . ,an

only (not necessarily distinct) and the formula 3v(i//[G,/, a])(v, y) for an N-

coloring f of G.

Proof. Let A be a maximal existential «-type for (TCCN)UH. If p(v) is an

atomic formula, then either p is in A or (TCCN)UH u A implies -ip, in which

case -i p must be in A since (TCCN)UH U A cannot then imply -i -i p as well.

Let 9(v) be the conjunction of all the basic formulas in A. There is a graph G

with vertices ax, . . . , an (not necessarily distinct) and no other vertices for

which 9 (a) is the conjunction of the diagram of G.

Suppose that G' is an A-colorable graph containing vertices a\, . . . , a'n

which realize A. Then the subgraph whose vertices are a\, . . . , a'n is naturally

isomorphic to G, and so a¡ can be identified with a[ for i = 1,. .., «. Since

G' is A-colorable, there is a homomorphism from G' into KN. Then the graph

G} satisfies 3y(\p[G,f\G, a])(a, y), where f\G is the restriction of / to G.

Therefore 3y(\p[G,f\G, a])(v, y) is consistent with (TCCN)UH u A and so is in

A.

Let <p(v) be an existential formula. If <p is in A, then <p is consistent with

(tccn)uh U {9 A3y(»//[G,/|G, a])(v, y)}. Conversely, suppose that <p is

consistent with (TCCN)UH u {9 /\3y(\p[G,f\G, a])(\,y)}. Then there is an

A-colorable graph G" extending G which satisfies (p(a) and which has an

A-coloring which coincides with f\ G on G. Consequently, G' and G" can be

amalgamated over G as A-colorable graphs. Therefore, <p is consistent with

(TCCN)UH u A, and so <p is in A. Thus, <p is in A if and only if <p is consistent

with (TCCN)UH u {9 A 3v(^[G,/|G, a])(v, y)}.

Proposition 2.11. The theory (TCCN)UH has only finitely many maximal

existential n-types for each n.
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Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.10, because there are only finitely

many A-colorable graphs with at most n vertices for each n and each of these

graphs has only finitely many A-colorings.

Theorem 2.12. The theory (TCCN)*UH is H0-categorical.

Proof. Each complete «-type A' for (TCCN)*UH is uniquely determined by

the subset A of all existential formulas in A', because (TCCN)*UH is model-

complete. Each model of (TCCN)*UH is existentially complete, so according to

Proposition 1.28 of [3], each sequence of « elements in a model of (TCCN)*UH

must realize a maximal existential «-type for (TCCN)UH. Therefore the subtype

A of A' must be a maximal existential «-type for (TCCN)UH. Since (TCCN)UH

has only finitely many maximal existential «-types for each «, (TCCN)*UH has

only finitely many complete types for each «. Therefore (TCCN)yH is {^-cate-

gorical by the Ryll-Nardjewski Theorem [8].

The existence of ( TCCN)*UH could have been inferred from Theorem 6.4 of

[3] using Proposition 2.12. However, the decidability of (TCCN)*UH and its

effective elimination of quantifiers could not then be deduced except by

duplicating the proofs of Theorem 2.2 through Theorem 2.9.

Lemma 2.13. Let G be a graph with an N-coloring f. Let {aa: a G A} be a

set of vertices of G for which f(aa) = f(aß) for all a and ß in A. Then for each

subset A' of A the set of sentences (TCCN)UH u Diag(G) u {E(aa, b): a G A'}

U {-i E(aa, b); a G A — A'}, where b is a constant symbol not occurring in

the language of G, is consistent.

Proof. Let G (A') be the graph whose set of vertices consists of the vertices

of G and a new vertex b and in which two vertices c and d are adjacent if and

only if (i) c and d are vertices of G and are adjacent in G, or (ii) c is b and d is

aa for some a in A' or vice-versa. One may assume after replacing/ by a

suitable equivalent A-coloring that f(aa) = c, for all a in A. Define a

mapping/' from G (A') into Ä"^ by/'(x) = f(x) for all x in G and/'(¿>) = c2.

Then/is a homomorphism, so G (A') is A-colorable.

The reader is referred to [7] for definitions of independence for complete

theories and formulas in their languages and to [4] for definitions of inde-

pendence for universal theories and conjunctions of basic formulas in their

languages.

Theorem 2.14. The formula E(vx,xx) is independent for (TCCN)UH and

(TccnIuh-

Proof. Let G be a denumerably infinite, A-colorable graph with an

A-coloring /. Then there is a set {aa: a < u} of vertices of G for which
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f(aa) = f(aß) for all a, ß < w. For each subset A' of to the type A(A') =

{E(aa, xx): a G A'} u {-iE(aa, xx): a G u — A'} is consistent with T U

Diag(Gy) according to the preceding lemma. So, E is independent for

(TCCN)UH. Since Gf is an amalgamation base, there is an A-colorable graph

G' extending G} which realizes A(A') for each subset A' of u. Since G' can be

embedded in a model of (TCCN)*UH, E is independent for (TCCN)*UH.

Corollary 2.15. The theories (TCCN)UH and (TCCN)*UH are independent.

The final goal of this section is the characterization of the A-colorable

graphs which have prime model extensions for the theory (TCCN)*UH.

If G is an A-colorable graph and G ' is an A-colorable graph extending G,

then G' will be called an A- colorable extension of G.

Definition. A sequence consisting of an A-colorable graph G, an infinite

index set A, a set {da: a G A} of vertices of G all of which are assigned the

same color under every A-coloring of G and which satisfy da ^ d„ for a ^= ß,

a nonempty subset A' of A, a primitive formula <p(vx, x), vertices bx, . . . ,bm

of G, and a l-type A = {<p(vx, b)} U {E(vx, da): a G A'} u {^E(vx, da):

a G A — A'} which is not realized by any vertex of G in any A-colorable

extension of G will be called an omission configuration for (TCCN)UH.

Lemma 2.16. Assume that the sequence G, A, {da: a G A}, A', <p(u,, x)>

bx, . . . , bm, A is an omission configuration for (TCCN)UH. If 9(\, x) is a

conjunction of basic formulas in the language of TGR, no conjunct of 9 has the

form w = z where w and z are variables, and 3v 9 (v, b) is satisfied by some

N-colorable extension of G, then there is an N-colorable extension G' of G with

elements ax, . . . ,an such that G' satisfies 9(a, b) and the sequence G', A, {da:

a G A}, A', <p', bx, . . . , bm, A is an omission configuration for (TCCN)UH.

Proof. There are two cases.

Case I. There is an A-colorable graph G' extending G such that G' satisfies

3v 9(\, b) and each element of G' which satisfies <p(vx, b) in an A-colorable

extension of G' either is in G itself or is not adjacent to any da with a G A'.

Then G' satisfies the conclusion of the lemma, since, for the first alternative,

no element of G can realize A in an A-colorable extension of G' and, for the

second alternative, A' =^0.

Case II. Assume that each A-colorable graph extending G and satisfying

3v 9(\, b) contains a vertex c which is not in G, satisfies <p(c, b) in some

further A-colorable extension, and is adjacent to an element da with a G A'.

Let G " be the graph whose set of vertices consists of the vertices of G and

new vertices ax, . . . ,an and in which two vertices c and d are adjacent if and

only if (1) c and d are in G and are adjacent in G or (2) E(c, d) or E(d, c) is

a conjunct of 9 (a, b). Then G" satisfies 9 (a, b). Moreover, if G'" is an
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A-colorable extension of G and satisfies 0(a', b) for some vertices a\, . . . , a'„,

then there is a homomorphism from G" into G'" which is the identity on G

and maps a¡ to a[ for / = 1, . . ., «. Since 3v 9(y, b) is satisfied in some

A-colorable extension of G by hypothesis, the graph G " is A-colorable.

Construct a graph G' from G" as follows. Since {da: a G A} is infinite,

there is a ß in A for which dß is unequal to any of ax, ... , an, bx, . . . , bm.

Consequently, G" satisfies -i E(a¡, dß) for /' = 1, . . . , «. If /? is in A', then let

G' be G". If /? is not in y4', then let G' be the graph obtained by adding to G"

an edge E (a¡, dß) for each /, 1 < i < n, such that a¡ is adjacent in G " to da

for some a G A. If /is an A-coloring for G", then/is an A-coloring for G'

also, because each a¡ for which an edge E(a¡, dß) was added was adjacent in

G" to some da so that/(i/^) = f(da) ¥= f(a¡). Therefore G ' is an A-colorable

graph extending G. The graph G' satisfies 0(a, b), because G" satisfied 9 (a, b)

and dp was distinct from a,, . . . , a„, bx, . . . , 6m. Finally, none of ax, . . . , an

can realize A in any A-colorable extension of G', for each a¡ either is not

adjacent to dß for some ß in A' or is adjacent to dß for some ß in A —A'.

Thus, G' satisfies the conclusion of the lemma.

Lemma 2.17. If the sequence G, A, {da: a G A}, A', <p(vx, x), bx, . . ., bm, A

is an omission configuration for (TCCN)UH, then there is an N-colorable

extension G* of G such that (i) the sequence G*, A, {da: a G A}, A', <p(vx, x),

bx, . . . , bm, A is an omission configuration for (TCCN)UH and (ii) each primitive

formula defined in G and realized in some N-colorable extension of G* is

realized in G* itself.

Proof. Let {9y(\, by): y < k}, where k = N0 + card(G), be an

enumeration of all the conjunctions of basic formulas defined in G such that

no conjunct has the form w = z where w and z are variables or constants. Let

G0 = G. Construct inductively an ascending chain G0 G G, G . . . of A-

colorable graphs such that the sequence Gy, A, {da: a G A), A', <p(vx, x),

bx, . . . , bm, A is an omission configuration for (TCCN)UH for each y < k as

follows:

(i) y = ß + 1. If 3v ^(v, bß) is satisfied in an A-colorable extension of Gß,

then according to Lemma 2.16 (after a suitable increase in the value of m and

a renumbering of bx, . . . , bm of, . . . , b£iß)) there is an A-colorable extension

Gß+X of Gß such that Gß+X satisfies 3v ^(v, b^) and the sequence Gß+X, A,

{da: a G A}, A', <p(u,, x), bx, . . ., bm, A is an omission configuration for

(TCCN)VH. Otherwise, if 3v 9ß(v, bß) is not satisfied in any A-colorable

extension of Gß, then let Gß+, = Gß.

(ii) y is a limit ordinal. Then let Gy = Uß<yGß. Then the sequence Gy, A,

{da: a G A}, A', <p(u,, x), bx, . . ., bm, A is an omission configuration for

(Tccnjuh-
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Now let G* = U Y<>Cy Clearly, G* satisfies the conclusion of this lemma.

Lemma 2.18. If the sequence Gy, A, {da: a G A), A', <p(u,, x) bx, . . ., bm, A

is an omission configuration for (TCCN)UH, then there is an existentially com-

plete N-colorable graph G extending G such that no element of G realizes A.

Proof. Construct an ascending chain of A-colorable graphs inductively as

follows. Let G° = G. For each « > 0, let Gn+1 = (Gn)* be the graph

obtained by applying Lemma 2.17 to G". Now let G" = Un<uG". Then Gu

is an existentially complete A-colorable graph, and no element of Gu realizes

A.

Theorem 2.19. An N-colorable graph which is not a model of (TCCN)*UH has

a prime model extension for (TCCN)*UH if and only if it is finite and an

amalgamation base.

Proof. Sufficiency. Suppose that an A-colorable graph G is finite and an

amalgamation base. Then (TCCN)UH u Diag(G) has the joint embedding

property. Now (TCCN)*UH u Diag(G) is a model-companion for (TCCN)UH u

Diag(G) and so must be complete. Each maximal existential n-type for

(TCCN)UH u Diag(G) is uniquely determined by the diagram of an A-

colorable graph which extends G and has at most « vertices distinct from the

vertices of G and an A-coloring of this A-colorable extension of G.

Consequently, (TCCN)*UH u Diag(G) has only finitely many complete «-types

for «, so (TCCN)*UH u Diag(G) is N0-categorical. The models of (TCCN)*UH U

Diag(G) are just the models of (TCCN)*UH which have a distinguished

subgraph isomorphic to G. Thus, the unique countable model of (TCCS)*UH is

a prime model extension of G for (TCCN)*UH.

Necessity. Suppose that an A-colorable graph G which is not a model of

(TccnYuh nas a prime model extension for (TCCN)*UH. Then (TCCN)*UH U

Diag(G), the model-companion of (TCCN)UH u Diag(G), is a complete

theory; so, (TCCN)UH u Diag(G) has the joint embedding property, or

equivalently G is an amalgamation base.

Suppose further that G is infinite. The graph G has a unique A-coloring up

to equivalence, since G is an amalgamation base. Therefore, since G is

infinite, there is an infinite set of vertices {da: a G A} of G all of which are

assigned the same color by each A-coloring of G and which satisfy da ^ dß

for a =£ ß. Let/be an A-coloring of G. There are two cases to be considered.

Case I. Suppose there is a vertex of A^, whose inverse image under / is

finite, consisting of vertices bx,. .. ,bm and no others (m = 0 is permitted,

i.e., the inverse image is the empty set). Let ex,.. ., ep be vertices of G such

that/(e,) ¥= f(ey) for i ¥=j,f(ei) ^ f(bx) for / = 1, . . . ,p, and for each vertex

c of G distinct from bx, . . ., bmf(c) = f(e¡) for some /,  1 < /' < p. Let
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<p,(f,, b, e) be the formula

■ N-l       N

3z, • • • 3zN A A.%%)
1=1   J=l+1

P N m N

AA    A    E(eitZj)AA       A      E(bitzj)
t-\j-i,t+j i-iy-v^p+i

where the obvious changes are made if w = 0. Let /? be an element of A. Let

tp(vx,b, dß,e) be <p(t),, b, e) A E(vx, dß). No element of G can satisfy

<p(u,, b, dß, e) in any A-colorable extension of G, but 3u,<p(t;„ b, dß, e) is

satisfied in some A-colorable extension of G.

Let G ' be an existentially complete A-colorable graph extending G. Then

G' satisfies 3u,<p(t>,, b, dß, e), since G is an amalgamation base and this

sentence is satisfied in some A-colorable extension of G. Let c be a vertex of

G' for which G' satisfies rp(c, b, dß, e). Let /!' = {a: a £ /I and G' satisfies

7i(c, i/„)}- Then ß G A', so A' is not empty. According to Lemma 2.18, there

is an existentially complete A-colorable graph G extending G such that G

omits the type {<p(vx, b, dß, e)} u {£(t>„ da): a G A'} U { ~i E(vx, da): a G A

— A'}. Since c realizes this type in any A-colorable extension of G', G'

cannot be embedded over G in G. Therefore G' is not a prime model

extension of G for (TCCN)*UH.

Case II. Suppose the inverse image with respect to/of each vertex of A"^ is

infinite. Consider the collection C = {9(\, b): 9 is a conjunction of basic

formulas defined in G, G does not satisfy 3v 9 (v, b), but 3v 9 (v, b) is satisfied

in some A-colorable extension of G}. C is nonempty because G is not

existentially complete. Let 90(\, b) be a formula in C for which the number of

distinct variables occurring in 90 is minimal for all formulas in C. One may

assume without loss of generality that vx occurs in 90.

Suppose that G ' is an existentially complete A-colorable graph extending

G. Then G' satisfies 3v 0o(v, b), since G is an amalgamation base. Let

ax, . . ., a„ be vertices of G' for which G' satisfies 0o(a, b). The vertex ax is not

in G because of the minimality requirement in the choice of 90. By

supposition, there is an infinite set of vertices of G such that each A-coloring

of G' maps all these vertices to the same vertex of A^ and maps a, to a

different vertex of A"^, because all A-colorings of G are equivalent to/and all

A-colorings of G' are equivalent (since G' is existentially complete). One may

assume that the set {da: a G A} is such a set of vertices (otherwise replace

this set by another suitable set). There is an element ß in A for which dß is

unequal to each of the vertices ax, . . . , a„, bx, . . . , bm, since {da: a G A} is
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an infinite set. Let 9x(vx, b, dß) be 0o(v, b) A E(vx, dß). The graph G"

obtained by adding an edge E(ax, dß) to G' if a, is not adjacent to dß in G' is

A-colorable, since ax and dß have distinct images under all A-colorings of G'.

Moreover, G" satisfies 0,(a, b, rf^), and G" extends G. Thus, 0, is in C.

The graph G' satisfies 3v 0,(v, b, dß), since G is an amalgamation base and

G' is existentially complete. Let a'x, . . . , a'„ be vertices of G' for which G'

satisfies 0,(a', b, dß). Let A' = {a: a£^ and G' satisfies 7i(ûf'„ ¿4)}. Then

ß G A', so ^4' is nonempty. Let <p(vx, b, dß) be 3u2 • • • 3vn 0,(v, b, dß). The

l-type A = {<p(ü„ b, dß)} u {E(vx, da): a G A'} u {-i £(»„ </„): a G A -

A'} is not realized by any element of G in any A-colorable extension of G, for

no element of G can satisfy <p(u,, b, dß) in any A-colorable extension of G

because of the minimality requirement in the choice of 0O. According to

Lemma 2.18, there is an existentially complete A-colorable graph G extending

G which omits the type A. Since a'x realizes A in all A-colorable extensions of

G', G' cannot be embedded over G in G. Thus G' is not a prime model

extension of G for (TCCN)*UH.

In either case G would not have a prime model extension for (TCCN)*UH

contrary to the initial supposition. Thus G cannot be infinite.

3. Closing remarks. The theory of A-colorable graphs may be formalized in

languages other than the one used in §§1, 2. An alternative, suggested by the

practice of some graph theorists [1], would be a first order language with

equality whose nonlogical symbols were two unary predicate symbols V (for

vertex) and E (for edge) and a binary predicate symbol P (for endpoint of an

edge). The class of graphs would be the models of the theory TG with axioms

Vx[V(x)<r*-rE(x)]

VvVx[P(v,x)^(E(v)AV(x))]

\/v[E(v)^3x3y(P(v,x)AP(v,y)

AVz[P(v,z)-*((z-x)\/(z-y))])].

The class of graphs without loops or multiple edges is then axiomatized by

the theory TGRE consisting of the axioms of Tc and axioms

\fv[E(v) -> 3x 3y(^(x = v) A P(v, x) A P(v,y))]

Vu Vx Vv Vz[(E(v) AE(x)A P(v,y) AP(v, z)

AP(x,y)AP(x,z) A -i(> -z))-»»- x].

Clearly, there is a natural one-to-one correspondence between the models of
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TGR and the models of TGRE. A graph when considered as a model of TGRE

will generally have more extensions, more subgraphs, and fewer

homomorphic images than when it is considered as a model of TGR.

The class of A-colorable graphs can be axiomatized by a theory TGREN

extending TGRE. The theory TGREN is decidable, but neither is it Horn nor is it

finitely axiomatizable for A > 1. The theory TGREN does have a model-

companion TCREN, which is not a model-completion. However, TGREN is

totally unrelated and dissimilar to (TCCN)*UH. No graph is both a model of

(TccnYuh when it is considered as a structure for (TCCN)UH and a model of

TCREN when it is considered as a structure for TGREN. A graph is a model of

Tgren if and only if (1) it is infinite, and (2) the vertices can be partitioned

into A subsets each of which is infinite such that (i) no two vertices in the

same subset are adjacent and (ii) each vertex a is adjacent to each vertex b

which is not in the same subset as a. The reader may verify then that TGREN is

complete, decidable, has an effective elimination of quantifiers, is No-cate-

gorical, and w-stable. For each infinite cardinal k, the A-colorable graph of

cardinality k which satisfies the conditions (1) and (2) above and each of

whose subsets in the partition in (2) has cardinality k is saturated.

Appendix A. The following definitions of concepts from universal algebra

and [9] are included here for the convenience of the reader.

Let 7 be a universal theory.

Definition 1. A model Wl of T generated by elements ax, . . . ,a„ is finitely

presented if there is a conjunction <p(v) of atomic formulas such that (i) Wl

satisfies <p(a) and (ii) if 9? is a model of T generated by elements bx, . . ., bn

and 9c satisfies <p(b) then there is a homomorphism from Wl onto 9? which

sends a, to b¡ for / = 1, . . . , «. The formula <p is then called a finite

presentation for Wl.

Definition 2. The theory T has finite presentations if each conjunction

<p(v) of atomic formulas for which 3v<p is consistent with T is a finite

presentation of some model of T.

Every universal Horn theory has finite presentations.

Definition 3. A conjunction <p(v) of atomic formulas has a finite

presentation decomposition if there is a collection Wlx, . . . , Wlk of finitely

presented models of T where Wlj is generated by a{, . . . , a{ such that (i) ÜR.

satisfies ip(a') for i = 1, . . . , k, and (ii) if 9Î is a model of T generated by

elements bx, . . . , bn and 9? satisfies tp(b), then there is ay between 1 and k

inclusive and a homomorphism from Wlj onto ç5l which sends a{ to b¡ for

/=1_, «.

Definition 4. The theory T has finite presentation decompositions if each

conjunction <¡p(v) of atomic formulas for which 3v<p is consistent with T has a

finite presentation decomposition.
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Definition 5. The theory T is locally finite if each finitely generated model

of T is finite.

Definition 6. The theory T is coherent if each finitely generated submodel

of a finitely submodel of a finitely presented model of T is finitely presented

itself.

Definition 7. Assume that \p(\) is a universal formula, Wl is a model of T,

and ax, . . ., an are elements of Wl. The sentence i//(a) is persistable over Wl if

there is an open formula tp(v, x) such that Vx(<p(u, x) -* \p(\)) is deducible

from T and 3x<p(a, x) is satisfied in some extension of 9JÎ which is a model of

T.

Definition 8. The theory T has the universal conservative homomorphism

lifting property for finite presentations if, whenever a finitely presented model

Wl of T with generators ax, . . . , a„, bx, . . . ,bm satisfies x(a, b) for a

conjunction x(v, x) of negated atomic formulas and 9? is the submodel of 9JÎ

generated by ax, . . . , a„, there is a universal formula x¡/(\) such that

(i) T u PDiag(9Jc) \- x(a, b) -» t//(a), and

(ii) if « is a homomorphism from 9? into a a model 9Î' of T and

\p(h(ax), . . . , h(an)) is persistable over 9?', then there is a model Wl' of T

which extends 9c' and a homomorphism « from 9JÎ into 9JÎ' such that

h_(a¡) = h(a¡) for i = 1, . . . , n and 9JÎ' satisfies x(Hai)> • • • > h(a„),

h(bx), ..., h(bj).

Theorem A. If a universal theory with finite presentation decompositions is

coherent and has the universal conservative homomorphism lifting property for

finite presentations, then it has a model-companion.

Theorem A is a special case of one part of Theorem 1 of [9].

Note added in proof. Theorems 2.2 and 2.12 are special cases of more

general results proved by S. Burris and H. Werner (Sheaf Constructions and

Their Elementary Properties, to appear in this journal). S. Burris has subse-

quently generalized Theorem 2.8 as well (Model Companions for Finitely

Generated Universal Horn Classes).
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